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In addition to the sites referenced above, there are also the following resources for free books: WorldeBookFair: for a limited time, you can have access to over a million free ebooks. WorldLibrary:More than 330,000+ unabridged original single file PDF eBooks by the original authors. FreeTechBooks: just like the name of the site, you can get free technology-related books here. FullBooks.com: organized alphabetically; there are a TON of books here.
Bartleby eBooks: a huge array of classic literature, all available for free download.
The Predator Culture The Systemic
As a documentary sheds light on the exploitation that was rife in the 90s, Laura Craik explains why we must call out the catwalk criminals ...
The sad and ugly business of being a model
Researchers say the return of wolves to Yellowstone in the 1990s kickstarted big changes in habitats. But that narrative is increasingly being challenged ...
‘People may be overselling the myth’: should we bring back the wolf?
Kelly systematically sexually abused his fans, many of them children, in a sickening, organized scheme that lasted decades ...
Serial Predator R. Kelly Gets 30 Years for Sex Crimes, Trafficking
in the first film - and their honour system arguably makes them too logical to be purely terrifying, the Predators nevertheless live up to their mighty moniker.
10 Strongest Horror Movie Villains
WHEN it comes to dealing with the most conniving, morally corrupt predators, we are a very cowardly country indeed. Earlier this week, a long-awaited report by the police conduct watchdog into ...
Paedo groomers like the perverted Rotherham gang should be behind bars until death or deportation
Perhaps it’s the nostalgia talking being that it was 20 years ago, but for us, 2002 was a golden era for football culture, epitomised by the World Cup in Japan and South Korea. The players, the ...
Why The 2002 World Cup Was The Most Influential For Product
I hope my conviction and harsh incarceration brings you closure,” the convicted predator told her victims in court Tuesday ...
Ghislaine Maxwell Gets 20 Years for Sex Trafficking Teens with Epstein
We try to understand that culture is key which is the dominant value system of the people,” he said, adding that his organisation has been re-orientating the people about their perspective on ...
Parents, Educators Unite to Protect Children from Sexual Predators
While an advocate of public lands protection, I also want them to be accessible, so that all can continue to enjoy Wyoming’s wild, beautiful landscapes. I realize that entails sharing them with many ...
Protected and accessible; being better neighbors on public lands
Comedian Katherine Ryan has revealed how she bravely confronted a colleague on a popular television programme because she believes he is a sexual predator. In a shocking confession, she says ...
'I called him a predator to his face, in front of everyone': Panel show comic Katherine Ryan reveals she confronted a TV colleague because she believed he is a sex pest - in ...
There’s a lot that goes into a football boot design. There’s the materials, studs and laces, obviously, but nowadays there’s also the specific zones for control, shooting and accuracy, as well as ...
The 20 best football boots of all time: Where to buy Ronaldo's iconic Mercurial Superfly series and more
As much as we don’t want to find ourselves at the sharp end of a predatory animal, there’s no denying they have a certain allure. There’s something about watching ocean predators move sleekly through ...
Warmer temperatures supercharge ocean predators
Despite plenty of bad PR for sharks in the past, a new exhibition at the Science Museum, “Planet Shark: Predator of Prey ... the pervasive cultural influence, and the ecological impact.
Shark Summer
Tweets about “OK, groomer” and “pornographer” and “predator” started coming my way. But we could cover our heads and live through that, as we had before. Alas, our school system as a ...
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